YOU KNOW WHAT I'M SAYIN'
Solo version from JazzMasters Guitar Show

LIVELY

intro

Cmaj7
Bm7♯5
B♭maj7♭5
Am7

* Notehead = snap fingers

TAB

D9sus
Bm11
B♭maj7♭5
Am7♯5
Cmaj7/G♯

TAB

Gmaj13♯11
Fmaj13♭9
Fmaj13
Fmaj13

TAB

Gmaj7
F♯m7
Esus2
Bmaj9
G/A
F♯m11
B7sus4

TAB
This page contains sheet music with chord symbols and fretboard diagrams for guitar. The chords are indicated above each measure, and the fretboard diagrams show the fingerings for each chord. The page seems to be part of a music lesson or practice material for playing specific chord progressions.